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The Berenstain Bears Jobs Around
USD/CAD bears catch a breather around late 2017 lows, marked the previous day. Virus woes, news from China battle easing of reflation risk,
vaccine optimism. Market sentiment dwindles ahead of the key ...
USD/CAD: Bulls and bears jostle around mid-1.2100s ahead of US NFP, Canadian jobs data
The Apple TV+ comedy, created by "It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia" alumni, can be sour but also incredibly moving when it goes deeper.
‘Mythic Quest’ review: The workplace comedy returns for Season 2, reaching mythic proportions when it dares to be vulnerable
NFL Draft is in the books and what a draft it was for the Chicago Bears. It's not hyperbole to say that this draft has the potential to not only save the
jobs of both head coach Matt Nagy and GM Ryan ...
2021 NFL Draft: What the Bears didn't do and one thing Chicago definitely got right
The trade up for Ohio State quarterback Justin Fields was widely applauded across the league. It was the right move, given how the draft played out
during the first 10 picks, and given the team's ...
Will Mahomes' first year serve as a blueprint for Justin Fields and the Bears?
There’s a lot to be excited about with this new Bears draft class. Here’s a look at what general manager Ryan Pace and head coach Matt Nagy had to
say about each of the Bears’ 2021 rookies. “We can ...
What Ryan Pace and Matt Nagy said about each of the Bears 2021 rookies
With his job on the line, Pace’s first three picks of the draft are his best shot at fixing a roster that doesn’t look much different from the one that
went 8-8 last season.
2021 NFL Draft carries highest stakes of Bears GM Ryan Pace’s career
The NFL draft is more than a one-round affair. While most of the pre- and post-draft hype surrounds the top prospects in the first round,
championship teams are usually built on Days 2 and ...
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2021 NFL Draft: Every Team's Best-Value Selection
On the morning of the NFL draft’s first round, the Bears had three plans for using their first pick at no. 20. Plan A: Trade up and draft a quarterback
who general manager Ryan Pace and coach Matt ...
The Bears Know QB Disappointment. They Hope Justin Fields Is Different
The Chicago Bears have reportedly exercised the fifth-year option on linebacker Roquan Smith, according to the NFL Network's ...
Roquan Smith's 5th-Year Bears Contract Option Exercised for 2022 Season
The Chicago Bears likely will be operating with a new starting quarterback in 2021, marking the 34th since Brett Favre joined Green Bay in 1992.
A look at the 33 (soon to be 34) quarterbacks to start for the Bears in Green Bay's Favre/Rodgers era
If they trade up to get one of the highly touted quarterbacks, it likely would buy the general manager another year or two. Oh, and he’d probably
draft the wrong guy.
Say no to a first-round QB for the Bears if you want to say goodbye to Ryan Pace
NFL Draft is officially in the books as the three-day event concluded on Saturday night in Cleveland, Ohio. The Chicago Bears made a total of seven
picks in this draft plus have signed 10 undrafted ...
2021 NFL Draft: Grading the Chicago Bears picks
When the Chicago Bears traded up to draft quarterback Justin Fields, it was as if four month’s worth of storm clouds parted. Disenchantment turned
into hope. Lines for the Bears bandwagon began ...
Justin Fields has star potential and already has changed the mood in Chicago. Can he alter the Bears’ wayward QB history?
The Bears' aggressive trade for coveted QB prospect Justin Fields instantly cultivated a buzz unfamiliar to the franchise in years. Naturally, everyone
wants to know when Fields will take the field.
Bears HC Matt Nagy: Everyone will know 'when it's the right time' to play Justin Fields
Players and coaches aren't the only thing that Hershey has sent on to the NHL as there's a long list of broadcasters who have called Chocolatetown
home.
Fisch carries on the rich tradition of Bears broadcasters | Spotlight
The Bears added more depth at offensive tackle with the selection of Larry Borom. Here’s how we graded the pick.
Grading the Bears' selection of OT Larry Borom
It is different from stories like the Berenstain Bears, which our grandchildren love ... illustrator because to me they did a really good job.” Throughout
writing the story, Yoder expressed ...
Local carpenter writes generation spanning children's book
What are the best possible outcomes Chicago Bears fans can hope for in the first round of the NFL Draft? To say the last few years have been ...
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3 best outcomes for the Chicago Bears in Round 1
When new Baylor women’s basketball coach Nicki Collen met in person with the current Lady Bears on Tuesday, both coach and players were on the
same page in at least ...
Collen confidently takes Baylor Lady Bears driver's seat
Just a few minutes away from punching their ticket to the next round of the 3A playoffs, Bears senior Bryce Rowley was anxiously lingering on the
sidelines when one of his teammates asked how ...
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